DESIGNING A SIMULATION LAB THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU

Top Simulation Lab Trends and Considerations
As the U.S. nursing shortage struggle continues, attracting and preparing future nurses has become paramount to the future of our country’s health care. In an effort to increase enrollment, many nursing schools are looking at innovative ways to attract students. With advances in technology, simulation labs, though not a new concept, are becoming an important tool to help address this issue. However, when adding to or updating a sim lab, there are many factors to consider in order to ensure a wise investment for the future of your institution.

Following are the top considerations Kahler Slater recommends to our clients when planning a new or updating a simulation lab.
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1. BEFORE ALL ELSE: KNOW YOUR TECHNOLOGY AND STAFF
Clients often start the sim lab planning process by simply setting a budget and working to fit all components into that dollar amount. While this seems like the first logical step, it’s important to fully understanding what the project parameters should include before committing to a dollar amount. In order to effectively plan the best sim lab for your institution and the future of your program, it is imperative to acknowledge and plan for future program enhancements or existing constraints by including an analysis of your institution’s technology capabilities and staff expectations before committing to a budget.

The level at which your organization embraces technology will greatly impact planning for a sim lab. In today’s world, the appropriate integration of technology into the learning environment is critical to the learning process. Simulation labs often require sophisticated recording equipment, specialty mannequins, and the appropriate clinical tools and equipment to create a realistic patient care environment. The budget for the equipment for this environment should be based on expectations set by your team to support the learning and teaching processes for your program.

Ultimately, the integration of technology needs to support the teaching preferences of your educators. Some universities or educators find that, while cameras allow for intimate access to the simulation and the students, they can be interpreted as too impersonal and “hands-off.” Therefore, staff and educator considerations should impact the level of technology you incorporate. Identifying and acknowledging these preferences in the early planning stages will greatly improve the budgeting and design processes.
2.

GET REAL: WHAT LEVEL OF REALISM IS REQUIRED?
An effective translation for students from the learning to the practice environment is paramount when training future health care providers. A highly realistic sim lab experience allows newly trained nurses to go from the learning lab to the hospital setting with a minimized learning curve. Realism allows students to not only experience role play in various health care settings, but practice the role in an environment that includes current technology and incorporates best practices for patient safety and interaction.

It is tempting to want the highest level of realism possible for your sim lab. Yet, creating a high level of realism not only requires an adequate budget, but also impacts the amount of space and technology required. There are several levels to explore. At a very basic level, a general skills simulation lab may contain four to eight beds, equipped with medium or low fidelity mannequins. To create a greater level of realism, simulation suites are often designed to accurately replicate actual hospital rooms in order to allow scenarios for role play of real life situations. For example, mock Labor and Delivery, ICU and ED Treatment rooms vary in size and may be equipped to provide enhancements in addition to the simulation technology, such as a bedside table, reclining chair, and even a bathroom to allow future nurses to practice patient transfers. Regardless of level of technology incorporated, it is important to design the new center to allow flexibility for future growth and additional technology integration.
Realistic room layouts for the various health care rooms your curriculum requires could also include patient support elements such as medical gases, monitoring devices and lifts. Headwall configurations vary from practice to practice, and perhaps even from hospital to hospital in your own community. Planning for support areas that incorporate changing technology, including nurse charting areas, medication rooms and staff workstations should also be considered. Planning for a variety of environments gets students ready for what they will encounter in real world situations.

Case Western Reserve University Francis Payne Bolton School of Nursing is planning to create a immersive virtual environment (also known as a CAVE) to allow for maximum flexibility and innovative teaching methods.
The question remains, how realistic does your educational environment need to be? The answer might require that you ask yourself a few questions.

- What are you training students for?
- What are your future growth plans?
- Do most of your graduates work at local hospitals which require specialty training?
- Does your program have a focus on any particular specialty training that differentiates you from your competition?
- Would a “mock” surgical suite, home health or exam room environment enhance your program and make your graduates more valuable?
- Are you currently, or are you hoping in the future to offer continuing education courses for local health care providers as an additional source of revenue?
- Do these students require different resources?

With these questions answered, we recommend prioritizing your wish list. By reviewing your curriculum and your expected growth projections (or desires), you will be able to create a program that will help you determine which level of simulation would best allow you to meet your goals. A general skills lab, complimented by a multi-functional simulation suite to address specific curriculum requirements, may be a place to start and can be designed for future flexibility and expansion.
Kahler Slater worked with Marquette University and Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare Center to bring a new clinical simulation lab to the school's College of Nursing, open for students as of fall 2012. The new lab was designed to be at the technological forefront of nursing education, providing an environment that is as realistic as possible to the clinical environments that students will ultimately work in after graduation.

The 9,400-square-foot facility includes a six-bed simulated hospital with two intensive care rooms, two medical surgical rooms, one pediatric/neonatal intensive care unit and one labor and delivery suite. It also features two provider offices, a home health/long-term care apartment, three skills labs with various levels of technology and four debrief rooms where educators can review video recordings of simulation exercises with the students. From its computerized “patient” mannequins to observation and debrief capabilities, the lab employs the latest technology. The mannequins can mimic an almost infinite variety of symptoms and conditions. They also “speak,” with faculty or students in the observation room playing the role of patient and their voices being broadcast into the simulation room through the mannequins.

Equally important to the learning environment are the debrief rooms, where instructors and student teams can critique simulations. The proportionally large number of debrief rooms – four to the six simulation rooms – allows the college to get maximum use of the simulation rooms, as debrief sessions frequently last significantly longer than the simulation exercises themselves.
3.

SEEING IS BELIEVING: OBSERVATION ROOM LOCATION
As previously noted, understanding your technology expectations or constraints impacts many decisions. Even the most basic simulation labs integrate technology with the use of specialty mannequins, and nearly all incorporate cameras and microphones for student observation and documentation. The level of sophistication in monitoring systems will greatly influence instructor observation requirements. Additionally, when these tools are used, sound and lighting controls must also be considered. There are a number of typical observation room arrangements:

1. **Enclosed room at the head of the bed.** University of Wisconsin-Madison’s School of Nursing is designed to locate observation at the head of the bed.

2. **Enclosed room at the foot of the bed.** Metropolitan Community College provides an enclosed room at the foot of the bed for students and educators to observe.

3. **Educator observation station in the room, across from the foot of the bed.** Florida Gulf Coast University opted for observation stations in rooms in order to meet the preferences of their educators.

4. **Educator observation remote via web access.**

An enclosed observation room, either at the foot of the bed or over the head, historically is the most common solution and helps to create the most realistic learning environment. These configurations rely more heavily on technology. While the observation station located in the room is also an option, it does not create a realistic care environment and is not normally recognized as the best contemporary teach solution.

Regardless of the location of the observation room, we recommend that the design be flexible for multiple types of observation. This will allow students, who respond to different teaching methodologies, and instructors who have various preferences to be easily accommodated in one environment.
4. TALK ISN’T CHEAP: THE IMPORTANCE OF DEBRIEFING ROOMS
Debriefing rooms are often overlooked when planning for a simulation lab. These spaces are equally important to the educational environment as the simulation rooms. They allow for in-depth learning – a space where instructors and student teams can critique the simulation and review a student’s performance.

It’s important to plan for an adequate number of debrief rooms to support the sim lab environments. While a mock procedure may go very quickly, the debriefing for that simulation typically takes a significantly longer amount of time. Planning for additional debrief rooms, allows for maximal use of costly mock-up room spaces while allowing more spontaneous feedback and teaching opportunities. We recommend that the debrief rooms be located in close proximity to the lab itself for efficiency, and be designed as intimate spaces to allow for engaged learning.

Of course, technology integration can also play a big part in debrief room design. It is very important to consider the amount of technology desired for these rooms. Cameras and video playback ability are critical for reviewing student performance. The timing and type of review, including whether instructors review students individually or as teams, during the simulation or after, will impact the sizes and configurations required for these rooms. Some universities have adopted web-based technology to allow students to review their performance outside of the classroom.

Marquette University’s School of Nursing (Milwaukee, WI) will provide students and teachers with multiple debriefing rooms as a way to quickly and intimately assess and discuss a student’s performance.
PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Ranked among the top 20 in the nation, the University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Nursing, a leader in preparing nurses to improve health and the quality of lives, has not had a dedicated place to call home on campus since the Nurses’ Dormitory was built in 1924. Opened in August of 2014, the building was designed by Kahler Slater to support the school’s focus on research, technology and practice as well as to enhance collaborative learning with the adjacent University Hospital, medical and pharmacy schools. It will serve as the cornerstone of transforming nursing practice to address 21st century challenges and opportunities.

Together with the School, Kahler Slater created a facility that incorporates the latest technological tools, active learning classrooms, flexible research facilities, responsiveness to the environment, and nods to the nursing school’s 90 year history. It supports the school’s vision to transform nursing education through new curriculum and the integration of advanced technology. The new curriculum is based on interdisciplinary collaboration, expanded research and outreach. The new School of Nursing includes space for faculty and administration offices plus flexible research team space; seminar rooms; clinical simulation laboratories; undergraduate and graduate student spaces, conference/meeting space and active learning classrooms. The active learning classrooms allow groups of nine students to sit at tables that are connected to technology in a classroom that holds upwards of 360 students with two or three faculty members. The project is LEED Silver certified.
5.

BLESSED ARE THE FLEXIBLE: DESIGNING FOR MULTIPLE USES AND PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
Designing educational environments for flexibility and future needs is a process that must be coordinated. Planning a more flexible environment now can help anticipate change as your infrastructure ages. We have touched upon various opportunities for your simulation environment to provide multiple uses. The opportunity for implementing a continuing education program is one such example. You may also want to consider impacts to planning imposed by future changes to your curriculum and growth plans. As your program grows or the curriculum is expanded, will there be required national testing, or might a research program be desired? The simulation environment should be planned for these types of future change.

When planning flexible space, support space for multiple uses should be included. To plan for core support space, which typically can be built for a much lower cost than the simulation environment, allows for the expensive spaces to be used at their maximum capacity.

Planning for current and future technology trends will ensure your sim lab environment will be a sound investment. While it is important to understand what is available, how much technology you want to adopt, and how it impacts your curriculum, the actual purchase of technology can be delayed until absolutely necessary to purchase. This allows for the latest versions to be incorporated into your space.
One example of the way in which advances in technology may impact your lab is a requirement for the availability of medical gasses for certain simulation units. This addition to the simulation lab has impacted cost, layout and flexibility for the room. Also, the increase in tether-less simulators impacts the space required for various simulation environments. Similarly, the integration of virtual simulation modules, such as The Cave, will both impact the space required as well as the ability to adapt to future trends.

Space requirements for contemporary sim labs are also impacted by a desire to provide “on stage” and “off stage” entries for simulation patients (SP) and students. This concept can minimize or, in some cases, completely eliminate the crossover of SP’s and students in the simulation environment, providing a much more life-like simulation. SPs are often trained actors, which further enhances the role play for the students.

Finally, considerations for making your simulation environment more realistic and “patient-focused”, will prepare your students to be as successful as they can be as they enter the workforce. As you design your environment for our future caregivers, is important to promote and train for patient-centered care.

Regardless of the level of sophistication and realism required for your program, we suggest you use your simulation lab to showcase and celebrate learning. While educating the next generation of nurses and other caregivers, simulation labs can be used to attract new students, build staff enthusiasm and loyalty, and share your dedication to the future of health care education with alumni and other potential donors.
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ABOUT KAHLER SLATER

Founded in 1908, Kahler Slater began as an architecture and interior design firm and has grown to become a global, award-winning team of Experience Designers. Our Higher Education team helps colleges and universities around the country transform learning, teaching and student life experiences.

Our insights help colleges and universities attract top students, retain faculty and more effectively incorporate ever-changing pedagogies. We work with our clients to create hands-on and integrated educational experiences by designing learning experiences that engage students, maximize technology and allow for flexibility. The result of our designs is students who are well prepared to become exceptional professionals.